
 

To:  NCWG Commanders, Operations Officers, Crew Chiefs & Aircrews;  

1.  Motivational Quote: “You Can Always Go Around” (unless you’re in a glider, or a parachutist). 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vqFTD-Bqwl8&t=10s 
 
2.   New NCWG Wing Website:  The Wing has transitioned to a new website; https://ncwg.cap.gov.  
It’s open to the public.  Thus, all of our Operations continuity is still on the old webpage.  That has been 
re-addressed as: https://paperlesswing.ncwgcap.org.  While there is a link from the new website to this 
one, it’s best to ‘bookmark it’ so you can find the information you need.  You’ll still need to log-on. 
 

 
 
3.  March highlights:  In March, NCWG flew ~550 Hours, with <14 aircraft.  March could be summed in 
four words: AOB, Magnetos, Weather and Dedication.   This two-week Army Operations Branch (AOB) 
air traffic control training effort was our largest and longest yet, in both numbers of aircraft and time-
on-station commitments.  We learned a lot of lessons, from FRO releases to after-hour bathroom access.   
 
The Champion Slick Magneto issue only complicated the matter by pulling some aircraft out of service 
(See 4a below).  Weather:  Seem that March Winds and April showers combined, along with their big 
sisters ‘T-Storms and Low Clouds’.   There were a record number of weather cancellations, or early 
home diverts.   Dedication:   Each AOB mission was an 810-hour+ day per crewmember.  Not just for 
the AOB mission, but the maintenance mission as well.   On many occasions, pilots drove up to 90 miles, 
each way, to use the available aircraft, to make the mission happen.  At least two aircrews weather 
diverted on the way home, and spent the night elsewhere.  Thankfully, Flightaware.com prevented 
some phone calls from spouses.    
 
3a.  AOB Summary:  It’s as if we flew a 14-day, summer encampment remotely, sans the cadets.  SCWG 
was a big help; some of their aircrews flew as far as our KAVL crews had to, almost every day. 
 Together, we flew 161 sorties; 20 different aircraft & 360 people participated; totaling 409 hours of 
flying hours and burning ~$19,000 in aviation fuel.  Imagine if we flew all that was scheduled.  We lost 
three days, and 83 sorties due to weather, aircraft or people availability.   
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Per CAPR 66-1, para 8.6: 
“Corporate aircraft shall be 
locked, securely tied down, 
and wheels chocked when 
not in use.”  Would not 
have mattered when the   
2 Mar, Tennessee tornado 
totaled CAP’s 2008 C-182.   

The NCWG Weight & Balance program link has 
also been re-relocated.  It’s on the old webpage, 
still under the Operations/ Stan/Eval page, right 
side. For a while it was placed under the NCWG 
Flight Forms. It’s now back on the right-hand side. 
Why? Your guess might be as sardonic as mine.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vqFTD-Bqwl8&t=10s
https://ncwg.cap.gov/
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3b.  A correction to the Feb highlights:  Due to strong passing winds, which would be uncomfortable to 
the passengers, most of the flights on Feb 29th were cancelled.  It was to be a large ROTC & O-ride flying 
day.  Thus, the total for February flying was 364 hours, not 400 hours as projected.  One third of those 
hours flown occurred in the previous AOB support.   
 
The first few days of March weren’t any better, weather-wise, and we couldn’t get N99885 nor N99832 
home before the weekend.  Then, N4813C, N938CP, N262CP and N405CV all got caught up in the 
Coronavirus magneto service bulletin.  Due to NHQ’s/USAF’s abundance of caution, we were directed to 
send those magnetos out (to Florida) for impulse coupling replacement.  It took a bite out of NCWG’s 
support to the US Army AOB mission.  Fortunately, NHQ had the magneto shop put NCWG’s stuff at the 
front of the line, and especially got N938CP operational in time for an important FLIR meeting in 
Alabama.  The others quick-turned too. 
 
3c.  March’s Top Hour Earning Squadrons/Aircraft included:  KLHZ; N7360C & N938CP (65.2 / 49 hrs 
respectively -- totaling 114.hrs), KAVL; N99885 & N963CP (47 / 40 hrs –totaling 87 hours), KSUT; 
N179CP – 37 hrs, KILM; N908CP--33.5 hrs, and KRDU; N726CP 31 hrs.  Also impressive was KFAY with 
N4813C & N727CP (49 & 17.3 hrs – totaling 66 hours) considering N4813C returned to service on 13 
March.  Read that again; N4813C flew ~ 50 hours in 2 ½ weeks.  KINT: N99832 & N405CV (27.1 & 21—
totaling 48.1 hours).  Remember, maintenance took many planes out of service sometime during the 
month due to magnetos SB, 100-hour inspections, or other issues, plus the weather issues.   
 
3d.  Top Hour Pilots (NCWG Top 40):   We’re half way through the fiscal year and some of you might be 
wondering who are the most airborne aviators.  The table in attachment 2 starts with WMIRS Pilot 
Summary Report, but then expands to show pilot participation and ranking.  For example, I’ve flown 
25.2 hours left seat which the Pilot Summary Report (sorted by total hours), ranks me #30.  However, 
when you count the other time in the aircraft, e.g., MO, AP, MS, trainer, Check Pilot, Pax, etc., I have 
46.8 hours, ranking #17 in total wing hours.  This information is individually pulled from the mission 
participation report and provided your total hours.  * Most of us have at least one sortie when the role 
wasn’t capture in WMIRS.   I wouldn’t see a non-pilot.  If MO’s have more than 40 hours, let me know.  
 
3e.  Corona (COVID-19) Virus:  If you haven’t watched the California Wing’s video on aircraft ‘cleansing’ 
here is the link again: https://youtu.be/NOEs_jip-nU .  Official guidance on what to/not to use is at: 
https://www.gocivilairpatrol.com/members/cap-national-hq/logistics-mission-resources/aircraft-
management/hot-news.   Note there are two posts, 20 & 23 March (so far).  The biggest take-away is 
don’t spray anything on the G1000 screens.  Only use good quality micro-fiber clothes.  Not even those 
“high-quality”, dollar-store, electronic screen wipes.  Considering the G1000 isn’t a touch screen, it’s 
surprising how many finger prints are on them.    While the video talks of using a 1:10 bleach solution, 
others advise just using iso-propel alcohol on metal surfaces, buttons and switches so the cleanser 
doesn’t corrode the electrical system.  Especially don’t saturate them to the point they drip. 
 
Also, if you don’t have your own headset, put this newsletter down, and put a few 2” square gauze pads 
and dental floss (or small rubber bands) in your flight bag.  These will replace the microphone covers on 
the head-sets…. We’ll wait….. still waiting……. You didn’t do it, did you.   Heck its only really important 
for older pilots anyway.  Crew chiefs or anyone should be already built the gloves/bags/ towels/cleaner 
package for your squadron aircraft (& COV too) …but if not, now is past the time. 
 

https://youtu.be/NOEs_jip-nU
https://www.gocivilairpatrol.com/members/cap-national-hq/logistics-mission-resources/aircraft-management/hot-news
https://www.gocivilairpatrol.com/members/cap-national-hq/logistics-mission-resources/aircraft-management/hot-news
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4a. Maintenance Month in Review:  Champion Service Bulletin affecting all slick magnetos [SB2-19A]: 
We’ve completed all the CAT 2, and most of CAT 1 aircraft inspections.  Of 17 aircraft; 14 are completed, 
two are in the shop now, thus, 1 remains.  Official tracking is in AMRAD and repeated in attachment 1.   
 
4b.  Aircraft in Annuals:  N99885, N4813C, N9930E (February holdovers), N99832, N716CP, N819CP, 
N908CP & N727CP.   
                                         
N99885:   While some information was covered in last month’s Riveting Reading, there was more work 
done than I briefed.  Magnetos were inspected (ref 4a above) and re-timed.  The engine received new 
rocker cover gaskets and an engine wash because the old gaskets were worn out.  ‘Echo’ received a new 
Avionics Master switch (required replacement every 2,000 hours), a new red map light, and a new nose 
wheel tire and tube.   After a software update on its GNS-430, N99885 went home to KAVL on 8 Mar 20. 
 
N4813C: “Frank” at Winder, Georgia (KWDR) since New Year’s Day, got caught up in the magneto 
Service Bulletin and had its rebuilt magnetos sent off.  This recall dried up the parts reserve, and delayed 
N4813C’s return to KFAY.  From new main tires, to adjusting the elevator cables, there was so many 
little things done to N4813C, the one of the three invoices was 5-pages long.  Returning on 13 Mar, it 
was put into AOB service that same evening.  Then 10-days later, with both KSUT and KILM aircraft in 
the shop, N4813C participated in an IMC, non-distress “find” near KILM.   
 
N9930E: (in addition to info covered last month) -- Thor’s delayed return was also due to a single rivet 
failure.  This rivet holds the carburetor heat door, and is truly in-accessible. A replacement airbox 
needed to be ordered, which took two weeks to arrive (only because NHQ was able to accelerate 
it…would had been longer.)   The seat tracks also needed to be replaced because they were never 
aligned and the seat wouldn’t fully lock.  A new, dual USB port was added for electronic devices.  
Weather also slowed Thor’s return to KIXA, accomplished on 18 Mar 20. 
 

             
 
N99832:  Spartacus’s 100 hour/annual included the magneto inspection and timing adjustments and the 
standby vacuum system pump replaced.  Several interior repairs included:  Replacing Comm/Nav #2 so 
aircrews can read the digital display, fixing the Rosen sun visors, pilot/copilot shoulder harnesses, the 
left & right rear vent hardware and repainting the instrument panel (before & after pictures above & 
below by Lt Kyle Grandin).  A bit of paint and TLC is the reason our 34-year-old aircraft don’t look their 
age.   A rudder static wick was also replaced.  N99832 went back home to KINT on 9 Mar 2020. 
 

Left: New dual USB port.  
Right:  Clean your fork.  Nose 
wheel fork, stripped down & 
repainted. Far Right:  Aligning 
and replacing seat tracks. 
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N716CP:  Had intermittent traffic display issues but information available through blue tooth.  A GTX-
345 software version update should have resolved the issue.  N716CP’s compass was leaking and had a 
new seal kit installed.  Pilot’s reported an imbalanced fuel flow so the fuel vents were re-aligned.  Pilots 
are advised to keep watching.  The propeller indicated 50 RMP too high & adjusted.  The left-wing 
strobe light was out of service; turns out, strobes are the hard-to-get parts since it’s a grounding item.  
The propeller seal had light traces of oil, but within parameters as the entire system was inspected.  
Three, cylinder intake hoses were leaking, due to hardening and replaced.  Nose wheel fork and other 
area paint touched up, and the bent nose wheel towing bolt replaced.  The airplane returned to KJQF on 
19 March and tail swapped with N819CP, saving some A9 funding.   

N819CP:  Besides the usual 100-hour oil and filter changes, ‘Dixie’ had her main tires flipped, her 
windshield resealed, and several internal gauge lights and external light replaced.  Some exhaust system 
hardware was replaced/re-secured, rust on the engine mount addressed, and some worn nuts and bolts 
replaced. The magnetos were retimed as well as complying with the SB.  The big improvement pilots 
should notice was the propeller was rebalanced and re-clocked 180 degrees—Went home on 27 Mar. 

N908CP:  As this goes to press, maintance discovered compression issues on 3 cylinders due to burnt 
exhaust valves, and multiple cracks on the right Flap lower skin.  There are only so many times 
something can be stop drilled (6) and not only was this exceeded, but more cracks formed.  The #2 VOR 
CDI (only for VOR) not for ILS, doesn’t move.  More to follow in next month’s Riveting addition.  

N727CP:  While this aircraft received a 200-hour TBO extension, we lost the remaining ~25 hours to the 
magneto inspection and then the 100-hour inspection timing.  Its new engine arrived two weeks early 
and the associated support hoses and such mid-month as planned.    We pushed it to the end of the line 
to get other aircraft back in service sooner since an engine change (& annual) takes about two weeks.  
Along with the engine change, the propeller and governor have already been sent out to be overhauled.  
The airplane has sporadic auto-pilot issues to address.     
 
4c.  More Maintenance Actions. N963CP, N741CP, N726CP, N179CP, N7360C, N98426 and N726CP got 
an oil change; we held off on the magneto inspection for ‘Sarah’ since we were in the middle of the 
Army AOB mission and did not want to chance losing that airplane too.  N262CP & N405CV were parked 
on 16/17 March respectively, while their magnetos were sent off for impulse coupling replacement.  
They returned to service on 24 Mar, the day after the AOB mission ended.  N179CP’s electric fuel pump 
died on 20 Mar.  It was replaced and also returned to service 27 Mar.  N7360C had a strobe pack die and 
was replaced at home station.  N9930E’s left fuel gauge stopped indicating; you know that ain’t right.  
N963CP had its white tail position light burn out and replaced the next day.  N726CP is having its rear 
window replaced.  That’s the window which got punctured by an unsecured ladder.  Everyone learn so 
that doesn’t happen again, please!  N7360C has severe squelch issues….resolution pending.   
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4d.  Leaning Reminder:   

 

 
4e. Preferred Aviation Oil: NHQ wants their aircraft to drink Philips 20W50 XC or Exxon 20W50 Elite 
(discontinued) oil. Since they’re buying the round, ensure your local maintenance stocks ‘top shelf’ stuff. 
 
4f.  N741CP has been approved for repainting:  Due to the clear-coat peeling badly, NHQ authorized the 
aircraft to be repainted.  It goes to Georgia by 8 April, for ~ 3-weeks.   
 
5.  Aviation Maintenance Support Information:   
5a.  GPS database current cycle (2004) started Mar 26th.  Remember to update AMRAD.     
 
5b.  Aeronautical Information File (AIF) Updates: (repeat) NHQ’s AIF page; last update was 19 Apr 2019. 
 https://www.gocivilairpatrol.com/programs/emergency-services/aircraft-operations/aif/aif-airplanes-balloons   
Since it’s nearly a year since their last update, send anniversary cards to NHQ CAP, Maxwell AFB, Alabama, 36112. 
 
5c.  Used CAP airplanes for Sale:  9 aircraft available:  See the March Riveting Reading for more details. 
 
5d.  New Aircraft Checklists:  Lt Col Bailey mailed new aircraft checklists to crew chiefs the first week in 
March.  Updated checklists were only needed for C-182T and C-172P models.  You can tell new versions 
by the Jan 2020 date on the emergency checklist page.  The normal checklists remained the same. 
 
5e.  New Flight Check Criteria & Procedures:  Major Dave Stange advises to use the link below from 
NHQ/DOV to view presentations and become familiar with the upcoming changes effective 31 
March.   https://www.gocivilairpatrol.com/programs/emergency-services/aircraft-operations/change-communications 

5f.  Favored Crew Chief Status:  Now that our Army AOB support and St Patrick’s Day has passed, it’s 
time to get the pollen green decorations off the airplanes.  The following aircraft crew chiefs have their 
AMRAD aircraft wash data current.  In other words, they’re all washed up: KINT (N98832 & N405CV), 
KBUY (N262CP), KSUT (N179CP) and AVL (N963CP & N99885).  
 
Some aircraft are at/past the cusp of the 6-month period including:  KJQF (N716CP), KLHZ (N7360C) & 
KIXA (N9930E). 
 
The “Dirty Bird list” is every aircraft not listed above.  It might just be an AMRAD date entry issue, 
(located right above GPS updates) but that’s what we have to go on.  Remember, we wash aircraft for 
both appearance and maintenance reasons.  You learn a lot about the condition of a vehicle when you 

Some…times in our flights, we need full rich, to firewall the throttle, 
but if we are wise, it’s too much fuel, for the engine to swallow.  
  
Lean Me Out… When you’re on the ground… and I’ll be your friend; I’ll help you 
carry on.  For, it won’t be long, when you're airborne, and you wished you 
would have leaned out. 
  
Please, that red knob slide; since there are checklists -- you need to follow.  
One, must clean those plugs, if they load up, so there will be tomorrow.   
 
You just call on me pilot, when you need a hand, we don’t need full rich, so lean 
out.  Loaded plugs will be a problem that you’ll understand, we need to adjust 
the mixture to lean out….     “Bill Withers -- Song writer & perhaps a pilot”  

Carbon-loaded 
Spark Plugs 

Sung to the tune of, 
‘Lean on Me.’ 

https://www.gocivilairpatrol.com/programs/emergency-services/aircraft-operations/aif/aif-airplanes-balloons
https://www.gocivilairpatrol.com/programs/emergency-services/aircraft-operations/change-communications
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wash it.  Just be careful scrubbing around those antennas, the older ones can break off fairly easily 
(been there, done that).  Dawn soap is our cleaner of preference.  As a reminder, ‘Simple Green’ is 
banned since it causes aluminum corrosion.  There is Simple Green Extreme made for aluminum; at 
twice the price.  Aircraft washing details are at: 
https://paperlesswing.ncwgcap.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=page.display&pageID=668 
 
Regardless of the date due, crew chiefs may want to reset the clock by washing/sanitizing their aircraft 
during this upcoming slower flying period as a Coronavirus precaution (see item 3e. above).  
 
5g.   FRO ‘Bro’ Guidance:  Flight Release Officers (FROs) can’t release sorties until the ORM is completed.  
So please complete the ORM before requesting an FRO release.  Otherwise, FROs are ‘unpleased’ when 
we fire up the computer to release a sortie but can’t.  The good news is that if you have multiple sorties, 
same airplane, you just need to complete the first ORM, but using the worst-case scenario.  The FRO can 
copy your ORM to the other sorties.  Then the FRO can release all at once.  But, (maybe ’butt’), if you 
change seats (i.e., swap with your MO), each ORM needs to be completed.  Thanks in advance… 
 
5h.  Pilot Planning Tip:  Below is on website (www.avnwx.com)  website allows anyone to get the big 
picture via a color-coded airport automatic weather reporting station.    

 
 

6.  Thank you all for the support & for taking the time to read this.  Riveting Reading can also be found 
on the NCWG Operations / Aircrew Maintenance Webpage.  If you have questions, call 703-732-3264. 
  

       – Stryker— 
                                                                                             Martin Heller, Major, CAP 
       NCWG Aircraft Maintenance Officer 
  

Weather Picture 
Mon, 23 March / 9am:  
Last AOB scheduled day. 
 
Pink:  Low IFR,    Red:  IFR 
Blue:  MVFR,  Green:  VFR 
White:  Clear to 12,000 ft 
Light gray:  Obscured 
 
One can select weather, 
airspace & even routes 
and the radius around the 
route.  Inputs are about 
every half hour and you 
can click on the airport to 
see the wx 
 
The entire region was IFR.  

https://paperlesswing.ncwgcap.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=page.display&pageID=668
http://www.avnwx.com/
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Riveting Reading, April 2, 2020, Vol 29. 
Attachment 1 – NCWG Fleet Status ref:  Champion/Slick Service Bulletin SB2-19 

Status Category Tail Nbr Year Model Based Plan Rt Mag remarks 

Closed Cat 1 N4813C 1985 172P KFAY Sent for repair AMRAD current 
Pending Cat 1 N726CP 2015 172S KRDU In shop now – oil chg AMRAD empty 
Closed Cat 1 N7360C 1977 U206G KLHZ Done w/ 100-hour AMRAD current 
Pending Cat 1 N908CP 1999 172S KILM In shop now-100 hr AMRAD empty 

 Cat 1 N98426 1985 172P KRWI Deferred until 100 Hr  AMRAD empty 
Closed Cat 1 N9930E 1985 182R KIXA Done w/100 hour AMRAD current 
Closed Cat 1 N99832 1985 172P KINT Done w/100 hour AMRAD current  
Closed Cat 1 N99885 1986 172P KAVL Done w/ Feb 100hr AMRAD current  
Closed Cat 2 N179CP 2012 182T KSUT Done w/ Feb 100hr AMRAD current 

Closed Cat 2 N262CP 2017 182T KBUY 
Ck’d okay but then  
Sent for repair AMRAD current 

Closed Cat 2 N405CV 2016 182T KINT 
Ck’d okay but then 
Sent for repair AMRAD current 

Closed Cat 2 N716CP 2005 182T KJQF checked at 100-hour AMRAD current 

Closed Cat 2 N727CP 2010 182T KFAY 
Checked okay; New 
eng in March 

Both Old & new 
eng mags good. 

Closed Cat 2 N741CP 2006 182T KECG Serviced at home AMRAD submitted 
Closed Cat 2 N819CP 2003 182T KSVH Checked at home AMRAD current 
Closed Cat 2 N938CP 2015 182T KLHZ Sent for repair AMRAD current 
Closed Cat 2 N963CP 2007 182T KAVL Checked at home AMRAD current 
        
As of:    27 Mar 2020      

 

 

 

 



Attachment 2 – NCWG FY20 “Top 40” Pilot Hour Earners (as of 23 Mar 2020) 

Pilot Unit 
A 

Hrs 
B 

Hrs 
C 

Hrs 

Total 
pilot 
Hrs 

Role M
issing 

Ranking 
by Left 

Seat 
Hours 

Other 
seat 

hours 

Total 
Airplane 

Hours 

Ranking 
by Total 
Hours 

"Bennett , Michael T" NC-145 73.4 26.6 0 100 * 1 3.4 103.4 1 
"Urbanek , Matthew  NC-001 48 26.1 0 74.1   2 29.3 103.4 1 
"Lesesne , Wendy J" NC-022 40.8 29.9 3.3 74 * 3 22.4 96.4 3 
"Shelley , Gary M" NC-057 21.1 24.5 0 45.6 * 11 43.2 88.8 4 
"Herring Jr, Morris C" NC-171 24.7 47.5 0 72.2   4 15.3 87.5 5 
"Courtney , Wallace C NC-019 34.3 27.8 0 62.1 * 5 10 72.1 6 
"Noffke , Heino " NC-170 27 21.6 6.5 55.1   7 15.5 70.6 7 
"Davis Sr, Raymond G" NC-019 17 7.2 0.8 25   31 43.2 68.2 8 
"Ragland , Larry J" NC-001 10.9 33.5 7.1 51.5 * 9 13.6 65.1 9 
"Briola II, Donald A" NC-019 10 14 0 24 * 34 40.2 64.2 10 
"Brandon , Robert M" NC-082 29.9 12.2 0 42.1   13 18.9 61 11 
"Fiedler , Harald P" NC-019 12.7 33.7 0 46.4 * 10 14.1 60.5 12 
"Malott II, Daniel W" NC-305 16.9 33.4 1.4 51.7 * 8 6.9 58.6 13 
"Mason , Robert C" NC-171 24 31.3 0 55.3 * 6 2.9 58.2 14 
"Brown , Gregory J" NC-145 26.1 10.9 0.6 37.6 * 17 13.5 51.1 15 
"Stines , Lloyd G." NC-019 9 11.6 5.5 26.1   27 22.9 49 16 
"Heller , Martin B" NC-170 11.4 13.8 0 25.2 * 30 21.6 46.8 17 
"Lincoln , Carlisle A" NC-019 17.6 6.8 0 24.4 * 33 21.1 45.5 18 
"Fountain Jr, William  NC-162 25.7 17.5 0 43.2 * 12 1.3 44.5 19 
"Bailey , Christopher T NC-145 24.9 13.9 0.8 39.6 * 14 4.9 44.5 20 
"Phillips , John R" NC-023 20.8 11.1 6.6 38.5 * 15 3.4 41.9 21 
"Lesher , James E" NC-170 5.4 20.4 4.1 29.9 * 21 11.6 41.5 22 
"Stevens , Scott E" NC-019 25 7.4 0 32.4 * 19 8.6 41 23 
"Moore , Jason D" NC-143 9.7 28.3 0 38 * 16 2.9 40.9 24 
"Rosemond , Malone " NC-022 7.7 14.5 7.4 29.6 * 22 10.5 40.1 25 
"Netherby , Richard J" NC-145 27.2 3.4 1 31.6 * 20 8.4 40 26 
"Goldstein , Irving M" NC-145 4.4 20.9 0.6 25.9 * 28 11.8 37.7 27 
"Farkas , Jeffrey D" NC-023 1.1 25.9 1 28   25 9.5 37.5 28 
"Wilbanks , Ronald T" NC-121 19 17.5 0 36.5 * 18 0.8 37.3 29 
"Marra , Robert S" NC-023 1.3 21.3 1.1 23.7 * 35 11.6 35.3 30 
"Coffee , James E" NC-171 11.8 16.5 0 28.3 * 24 5.9 34.2 31 
"Lecompte , Malcolm  NC-305 9.5 16.6 0 26.1   26 8 34.1 32 
"Walker , Jeffrey P" NC-023 11.7 10.7 0.6 23 * 37 10.8 33.8 33 
"Pfefferkorn II, James  NC-022 24.3 4.6 0 28.9 * 23 0 28.9 34 
"Larson , Gregory R" NC-019 8.6 4.3 9.5 22.4   40 6.5 28.9 35 
"Palmer , Anthony V" NC-121 6.3 0 17.2 23.5 * 36 4.6 28.1 36 
"Green , James H" NC-170 4.8 18.1 0 22.9   38 5.1 28 37 
"Collins , Shaun A" NC-031 12.7 10.8 1.7 25.2 * 29 0.3 25.5 38 
"Milstead , Todd A" NC-162 9.5 13.8 1.3 24.6   32 0.6 25.2 39 
"Mouat , Brian J" NC-160 12 10 0.9 22.9 * 39 0 22.9 40 

 


